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Base Price

$1,253,900 5 Beds | 5 Baths | 1 Half Bath | 3 Garage

About This Plan
Discover the latest trends and features today's families desire in this one-of-a-kind home. The Great Falls offers

amazing amenities for your family including a working pantry to keep countertops clutter-free and appliances out of

sight, and the family ready room - a new spin on the laundry room. This room offers storage for coats and shoes,

areas for crafting, an optional dog wash, and plenty of counter space and cabinets to use as you choose. Plus, there

is a second flight of stairs leading right up to the owner's suite, truly making it a convenient space. The open main

living area features a gourmet kitchen with twin islands, allowing separate spaces for food prep and entertaining.

Overnight visitors will appreciate the tucked away first-floor guest room with full bath offering maximum privacy.

As you head up the main stairs, you are met with a gorgeous study at the first landing. Continue up to the balcony to

find your family's ideal private living spaces. Each oversized bedroom has a spacious walk-in closet and adjoins a

private bath so your kids never have to fight over bathroom space again. And, there is even a second laundry room if

they don't want to walk downstairs. Best of all, you will find a personal oasis waiting for you in the luxurious owner's

suite. After a long day, enjoy making a cup of coffee at your coffee bar and relaxing in your sitting area or glamorou…

spa-like bath.

About This Community
Discover the latest trends and features today's families desire in this one-of-a-kind home. The Great Falls offers

amazing amenities for your family including a working pantry to keep countertops clutter-free and appliances out of

sight, and the family ready room - a new spin on the laundry room. This room offers storage for coats and shoes,

areas for crafting, an optional dog wash, and plenty of counter space and cabinets to use as you choose. Plus, there

is a second flight of stairs leading right up to the owner's suite, truly making it a convenient space. The open main

living area features a gourmet kitchen with twin islands, allowing separate spaces for food prep and entertaining.

Overnight visitors will appreciate the tucked away first-floor guest room with full bath offering maximum privacy.

As you head up the main stairs, you are met with a gorgeous study at the first landing. Continue up to the balcony to

find your family's ideal private living spaces. Each oversized bedroom has a spacious walk-in closet and adjoins a

private bath so your kids never have to fight over bathroom space again. And, there is even a second laundry room if

they don't want to walk downstairs. Best of all, you will find a personal oasis waiting for you in the luxurious owner's
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